FLIGHT OF THE HIPPOGRIF

Frankestein’s Monster, a creation brought to life by the mad scientist Dr. Frankenstein, holds court in this ride. On this day trip, guests can climb, crawl, and explore the manor as they seek to find the creature that has been awakened from its slumber. The ride is a thrilling experience that combines the elements of a classic monster movie with modern technology to create a unique adventure for all ages.

UPPER LOT

ENTER THE WORLD OF TRANSFORMERS™

This ride takes guests on a thrilling journey through the world of TRANSFORMERS™, where they can explore the various locations within Hogsmeade™—a cast spells with a wand from the wizard of oz, and swoops past Hagrid’s hut. Before you take off on a family-friendly coaster with a gentle start and the right instrumentation. Remember to spook skew while waring your wand, with the proper practice you can test the limits of your magic.

TRIWizard SPIRIT RALLY

Experience the magic of Hogwarts™ as the triwizard competition begins. The rally is a exciting competition where teams from all three wizarding schools compete against each other for supremacy. The rally includes spells, challenges, and a grand finale that will leave you breathless.

DINING

DESCRIPTION OF DINE:

Fish & Chips, Shepherd's Pie, Bangers & Mash, The Great Feast, soups, salads, Pumpkin Juice™, Butterbeer™, and signature desserts.

THREE BROOMSTICKS™

Three Broomsticks is the bright and cheerful spot where you can grab a warm brew and some sustenance. Enjoy a delicious meal and the cozy atmosphere of this fan favorite.

HOGS HEAD™

Hogs Head is the bustling pub where Harry Potter™ and his friends gather to relax and socialize. The pub is filled with characters from the books and the movies, and is a popular spot for fans of the franchise.

MAGIC NEP™ CART

MAGIC NEP™ carts are a fun and convenient way to get around the amusement park. They are available for rent at various locations throughout the park, and can be found in the areas designated by this symbol.

ROCK UNIVERSE

This area is a rock climber’s paradise, with challenging routes for all levels of experience. The climbing area is designed to mimic the natural environment, with rocks and boulders that provide a realistic challenge.

EXPERIENCE HOGWARTS™ INTO THE HEART OF THE FILM

The Ride-3D is a next-generation 3D attraction that takes guests on a thrilling journey through the world of Harry Potter™. This ride is a unique experience that combines real-world locations with digital technology to create a fully immersive world. The experience includes special effects, 3D animation, and elaborate flight simulation to transport guests to the heart of the film.